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Abstract. We present an argumentation-based approach to contract negotiation
amongst agents. Contracts are simply viewed as abstract transactions of items between a buyer agent and a seller agent, characterised by a number of features.
Agents are equipped with beliefs, goals, and preferences. Goals are classified as
either structural or contractual. In order to agree on a contract, agents engage in a
two-phase negotiation process: in the first phase, the buyer agent decides on (a selection of) items fulfilling its structural goals and preferences; in the second phase,
the buyer agent decides on a subset of the items identified in the first phase fulfilling
its contractual goals and preferences. The first phase is supported by argumentationbased decision making taking preferences into account.
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Introduction
We present an argumentation-based approach to contract negotiation amongst agents.
Contracts are simply viewed as abstract transactions of items between a buyer agent and
a seller agent, characterised by a number of features. Agents are equipped with beliefs,
goals, and preferences. Beliefs are represented as an assumption-based argumentation
framework. Goals are literals classified as either structural or contractual, depending on
whether they are about structural, static properties of the item the agents aim at agreeing
on to form the contract, or whether they are about features subject to negotiation leading
to the agreement of a contract. Preferences are given by numerical rankings on goals.
In order to agree on a contract, agents engage in a two-phase negotiation process: in
the first phase, the buyer agent decides on (a selection of) items fulfilling its structural
goals and preferences; in the second phase, the buyer agent decides on a subset of the
items identified in the first phase fulfilling its contractual goals and preferences. The outcome of the second phase is a set of possible contracts between the buyer and the seller.
The first phase is supported by argumentation-based decision making with preferences.
We ground our proposed framework upon a concrete “home-buying” scenario,
whereby the buyer agent is looking for a property to buy, and the seller has a number
of properties to sell. In this scenario, the structural goals are features of a property such
as its location, the number of rooms, etc, and the contractual goals are the price of the
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property, the completion date for the sale, etc. A contract is simply the agreement on a
concrete property and on a number of features fulfilling all “preferred” goals (according
to the given preferences).
The paper is structured as follows. In section 1 we give background on assumptionbased argumentation, the form of argumentation we adopt to support the agents’
decision-making during negotiation. In section 2 we define the form of contracts we use.
In section 3 we define the internal structure and format of the agents in our framerwork,
based upon assumption-based argumentation and preferences on goals. In section 4 we
outline a two-phase negotiation process used by the agents to agree on a contract. In
section 5 we discuss relationship to related work and conclude.

1. Background
This section provides the basic background on assumption-based argumentation (ABA),
see [3,5,6,4] for details.
An ABA framework is a tuple hL, R, A, i where
• (L, R) is a deductive system, consisting of a language L and a set R of inference
rules,
• A ⊆ L, referred to as the set of assumptions,
•
is a (total) mapping from A into L, where x is referred to as the contrary of x.
We will assume that the inference rules in R have the syntax l0 ← l1 , . . . ln (for n ≥ 0)
where li ∈ L. We will refer to l0 and l1 , . . . ln as the head and the body of the rule,
respectively. We will represent l ← simply as l. As in [5], we will restrict attention to
flat ABA frameworks, such that if l ∈ A, then there exists no inference rule of the form
l ← l1 , . . . , ln ∈ R, for any n ≥ 0.
An argument in favour of a sentence x in L supported by a set of assumptions X is
a (backward) deduction from x to X , obtained by applying backwards the rules in R.
In order to determine whether a conclusion (set of sentences) should be drawn, a
set of assumptions needs to be identified providing an “acceptable” support for the conclusion. Various notions of “acceptable” support can be formalised, using a notion of
“attack” amongst sets of assumptions whereby X attacks Y iff there is an argument in
favour of some x supported by (a subset of) X where x is in Y . Then, a set of assumptions
is deemed
• admissible, iff it does not attack itself and it counter-attacks every set of assumptions attacking it;
• preferred, iff it is maximally admissible.
We will refer to a preferred set of assumptions as a preferred extension of the given ABA
framework. We will use the following terminology:
• a preferred extension of hL, R, A, i∪{a}, for some a ∈ A, is a preferred extension of hL, R, A, i containing a;
• given a preferred extension E and some l ∈ L, E |H l stands for “there exists a
backward deduction for l from some E 0 ⊆ E”;
• given a preferred extension E and some L ⊆ L, E |H L stands for E |H l for all
l ∈ L.

2. Contracts
We will assume a set of (at least two) agents Agents, a set of I tems, and a set Attributes
of attributes for the elements of I tems. Each attribute is associated with a domain of
possible values: for each a ∈ Attributes, this domain is indicated as D(a).
A contract is defined simply as a transaction between (some of the) agents, playing
different roles. This transaction is characterised by an item and a number of features,
possibly including technical aspects and cost of the item. Concretely, we will assume that
these features are assignments of values to attributes, for the given item. For simplicity,
in this paper we will restrict attention to contracts between two agents playing the role of
buyer and seller. Formally, a contract is a tuple hBuyer, Seller, I tem, Featur esi where
• Buyer, Seller ∈ Agents, Buyer 6= Seller , representing the buyer and seller in
the contract;
• I tem ∈ I tems;
• S
Featur es is a set of assignments of values to (some of the) attributes: Featur es =
a∈X {a = va } for some X ⊆ Attributes and, for each a ∈ X , some va ∈ D(a)
representing the value of attribute a for I tem.
Given a contract with Featur es for attributes in some X , we will consider attributes not
in X as irrelevant, in the sense that their values could be any in their domain without
altering the worth of the contract.
Attributes may take any number of values. For Boolean attributes, with domain
{tr ue, f alse}, we will represent assignments of attributes to tr ue simply by means of
the attributes, and assignments of attributes to f alse simply by means of the negation of
the attributes. So, for example, {a1 = tr ue, a2 = f alse, a3 = tr ue} will be represented
as {a1 , ¬a2 , a3 }.
In the remainder of the paper, for simplicity, we will assume that Agents = {β, σ },
with β the buyer and σ the seller in every contract.
As an illustrative example, throughout the paper we will use a “home-buying” scenario whereby two agents, a home buyer and an estate agent, engage in negotiations for
the purchase of a property. In this scenario, the given set of agents is {h_buyer, e_agent},
representing a home-buyer and an estate agents respectively (h_buyer is a concrete instance of β and e_agent is a concrete instance of σ ). Also, in this scenario, items are
properties for sale, and the attributes include exchange_date (representing the date
when a non-refundable deposit is paid by the buyer to the seller and contracts are exchanged), completion_date (representing the date when the final payment is made and
the property changes hands) and price. An example contract is
hh_buyer, e_agent, house1 , {completion_date = 10/03/08, price = $300K }i
indicating that h_buyer is committed to purchasing house1 at the price of $300K and
with agreed completion date for the deal on 10 March 2008.

3. Agents’ internals
An agent is characterised by its own goals, preferences over goals, and beliefs. Beliefs
and goals are expressed in a given logical language L consisting of literals (we do not
impose any restriction on L, for example it may not include negation and, if it does, it

may not be closed under negation). This language is shared amongst agents. The literals
in L representing possibly desirable properties for agents are called goal literals 2 . For
example, a goal literal may be that of having a confortable house (con f or table_house),
or a house with at least 3 rooms (number _o f _r ooms ≥ 3), or a house costing less
than $ 450K ( price ≤ $450K ). Goal literals may be of two kinds: those concerning the
attributes of the items to be bought (for example location, number of rooms, foundations,
building permits etc ) and goals concerning the contractual features of such items (for
example price, time of completion, deposit etc). Beliefs may be about: the items to be
traded, norms and conventions governing the agents’ behaviour, and issues agents are
uncertain about.
Formally, any agent α is defined as a tuple hG α , Bα , Pα i consisting of
• a goal-base G α ⊆ L describing the agent’s own goals, and consisting of two
uct ∪ G contr , where G str uct are the structural goals
disjoint subsets: G α = G str
α
α
α
contr
and G α
are the contractual goals
• a belief-base Bα describing the agent’s beliefs
• a preference-base Pα describing the agent’s preferences over its goals
For simplicity, in this paper we will assume that the seller agent σ only has contractual
uct = {}).
goals (namely G str
σ
We will omit the subscript α from the bases when clear from the context.
The goal-base describes important features of the item the buyer is looking for. The
preference-base allows to rank different items according to preferences on their features.
The belief-base of both buyer and seller needs to include information about concrete
items that can become part of contracts (for example that a given property has 5 rooms),
relevant to contractual goals, about norms and conventions used by the agents during the
negotiation of the contracts (for example that a seller moving overseas is going to be in
a rush to sell, or that a recently-built property with council approval is likely to be safe),
and about uncertainties the agents may have during this process (for example that the
asking price for a property is too high). Syntactically:
• preferences over goals are expressed by assigning positive integers to them,
namely the preference-base is a mapping from the goal-base to the set of natural
numbers, ranking the goals so that the higher the number assigned to a goal, the
more important the goal
• the belief-base is an ABA framework hL, R, A, i where
∗ R = Ri ∪ Rn ∪ Rc , where
∗ Ri represents information about concrete items to be traded
∗ Rn represents (defeasible) norms
∗ Rc represents information related to contractual goals
∗ A = Ad ∪ Ac ∪ Au where
∗ Ad consists of assumptions representing (decisions about) items for transactions, for example house1 , house2
∗ Ac represents “control” assumptions related to defeasible norms (see below)
2 We abuse notation here in the sense that something may be desirable for one agent but not for others.

∗ Au contains assumptions representing the uncertainties about attributes of
items to be traded, e.g. whether a given property has a completion certificate
Note that Ri , Rc , and Ad can be obtained directly from information about items to be
traded. The rest of the belief base of an agent corresponds to item-independent beliefs
held by the agent, and need to be “programmed” into the agent.
Deciding whether or not to start a negotiation about an item in Ad depends on how
this item is evaluated according to the assumptions in Au . For example, the lack of a
completion certificate is an indication that the house may not be safe. We intend here
that the will to (dis)confirm assumptions in Au will drive information-seeking steps in
the contract negotiation process.
As a simple example of buyer in our running scenario, 3 h_buyer may consist of
uct
• G str
h _buyer = {own_gar den, number _o f _r ooms ≥ 3, sa f e }
contr
G h _buyer = {completion_date < 31/05/08, price < $450K }
• Ph _buyer (own_gar den) = 2, Ph _buyer (number _o f _r ooms ≥ 3) = 2
Ph _buyer (completion_date < 31/05/08) = 3
Ph _buyer ( price < $450K ) = 4
Ph _buyer (sa f e) = 5
• Bh _buyer is hL, R, A, i where

∗ R = Ri ∪ Rn ∪ Rc and
Ri = { number _o f _r ooms = 5 ← house1 ,
price = $400K ← house2 ,
seller _in_chain ← house2 }
Rn = { sa f e ← council_appr oval, asm 1 ,
¬sa f e ← weak_ f oundations, asm 2 ,
council_appr oval ← completion_cer ti f icate, asm 3 ,
long_time_not_sold ← price_too_high, asm 4 ,
seller _in_r ush ← seller _moves_over seas, asm 5 }
Rc = { long_time_not_sold ← house1 ,
seller _moves_over seas ← house2 ,
quick_completion ← seller _moves_over seas,
completion_date < now + 60days ← quick_completion}
∗ A = Ad ∪ Au ∪ Ac and
Ad = {house1 , house2 }
Ac = {asm 1 , asm 2 , asm 3 , asm 4 , asm 5 }
Au = {¬ price_too_high, price_too_high, ¬seller _in_r ush, ,
¬council_appr oval }
3 We omit to exemplify the seller for lack of space.

∗ house1 = house2 , house2 = house1 ,
asm 1 = ¬sa f e, asm 2 = sa f e, asm 3 = ¬council_appr oval,
asm 4 = shor t_time_not_sold, asm 5 = ¬seller _in_r ush,
price_too_high = ¬ price_too_high,
¬ price_too_high = price_too_high,
¬seller _in_r ush = seller _in_r ush,
¬council_appr oval = council_appr oval.
Note that there are different kinds of uncertainties. Some are directly related to the structural properties of items to be traded, like the lack of a council approval. Others are related either to the contractual properties of the items, like price_too_high, or to the behaviors of the other agent, like seller _in_r ush. Note also that assumptions in Au are not
ordinary assumptions, in that they would not be normally assumed by the agent unless
explicit information is obtained. For example, the agent would not ordinarily assume that
the seller is in a rush: it will want to check this. Indeed, assumptions in Au are meant
to be used to start information-seeking dialogues in the negotiation process. This kind of
dialogues will be ignored in this paper.
The assumptions in Ac are used to reflect the defeasible nature of the corresponding
rules and their potential to give rise to an inconsistency. These control assumptions can
also be useful to resolve conflicts between conflicting information, e.g. originating from
different sources of information. For example, the first rule above could be replaced by
number _o f _r ooms = 5 ← house1 , asm 11
number _o f _r ooms = 4 ← house1 , asm 12

with asm 11 , asm 12 additional assumptions and asm 11 = number _o f _r ooms = 4 and
asm 12 = number _o f _r ooms = 5. This would reflect that the agent has been exposed
to two conflicting pieces of information (possibly from two different sources of information), that house1 has both 5 and 4 rooms, and would need to decide (by selecting one of
asm 11 or asm 12 , or neither) which of the two it will make use of.

4. Negotiation process
The decision making of a buyer can be structured into two phases. In the first phase the
agent evaluates the items that are available, according to their attributes, to determine
whether and how they satisfy its needs. In our running example, the agent would have
to decide which houses satisfy its goals about location, safety etc. In the second phase, a
negotiation will be conducted with the seller for items (e.g. houses) that have passed the
first phase. These phases would benefit from information-seeking, but we ignore this here
for simplicity. We focus instead on the decision-making mechanisms needed to support
the two phases.
The principle for decision making for both phases is that higher-ranked goals should
be pursued at the expense of lower-ranked goals, and thus choices enforcing higherranked goals should be preferred to those enforcing lower-ranked goals.

Choices in the first phase are items (e.g. houses) that are available for transactions.
Choices in the second phases are possible deals that the buyer and seller could struck
(e.g. prices, deposits etc).
Choices are compared based on how they satisfy the goals. A goal state (or simply
a state for short) may be seen as a set of goal literals. Abstractly, this set is intended to
be the set of all goals satisfied by a choice. We will see some concrete realisations of this
abstract notion in sections 4.2 and 4.3 below. But first, in section 4.1, we will provide a
generic way of comparing goal states by taking into account preferences amongst goal
literals in them.
4.1. Comparing Choices
As an example of the decision making principle given earlier, consider goals g0 , g1 , g2
in the goal-base G such that P(g0 ) = P(g1 ) = 2 and P(g2 ) = 1, where P is the agent’s
preference-base. Consider states s1 = {g0 , g1 }, s2 = {g0 , g2 }, s3 = {g1 , g2 }. Then, s1
is preferred to both s2 , s3 whereas s2 , s3 are incomparable and thus equally preferred.
Formally:
Definition 4.1 Let s, s 0 be states. We say that s is preferred to s 0 , denoted by s w s 0 , iff
1. there exists a goal g that is satisfied in s but not in s 0 , and
2. for each goal g 0 , if P(g 0 ) ≥ P(g) and g 0 is satisfied in s 0 than g 0 is also satisfied
in s.
It follows:
Proposition 4.1 The preference relation w is a partial order.
Often decisions need to be made even though the satisfaction of some goals is undetermined. For example, our buyer may want to buy a home that is situated in a quiet neighbourhood. But one of the properties on offer is located in an area where a project to build
a new airport is under consideration by the goverment, and there are strong arguments for
and against the airport. Some other property also under the buyer’s consideration does
not have council approval, and so may be unsafe. Deciding which of these two properties
to buy amounts to comparing the preference over two sets of states, For example, in the
case of the first property, a state with the airport being built and a state without the airport
being built. This uncertainty is represented by allowing two assumptions air por t and
¬air por t in Au . Due to the presence of uncertainties, comparing items means comparing sets of states. A possible notion for this comparison is the following:
Definition 4.2 Let S be a nonempty set of states. The min-state of S, denoted by min(S),
is a state such that for each goal g ∈ G, g is satisfied in min(S) iff g is satisfied in each
state in S. Let S, S 0 be sets of goal states. S is said to be minmax-preferred to S 0 if min(S)
is preferred to min(S 0 ).
4.2. First phase: Decision making for the buyer
The items to be chosen (e.g. houses) are represented by assumptions in Ad . In this setting,
goal states are concretely defined as follows:

Definition 4.3 A structural (goal) state is a maximal consistent
from G str uct .

4

set of goal literals

Until the next section 4.3, we will refer to structural states simply as states.
Choices determine states as follows:
Definition 4.4 Let s be a goal state, d ∈ Ad and g ∈ G str uct . We say that
• s is credulously satisfied by d if there is a preferred extension E of B ∪ {d} such
that E |H s
• g is skeptically satisfied by d if, for each preferred extension E of B ∪ {d}, E |H g
• s is skeptically satisfied by d if for each goal g ∈ G str uct , g is skeptically satisfied
by d iff g ∈ s
It is not difficult to see that there is exactly one state that is skeptically satisfied by any
given d.
For d ∈ Ad , the characteristic set of goal states of d, denoted by C Sd , consists of
all goal states s credulously satisfied by d.
Definition 4.5 Given d0 , d1 ∈ Ad :
• d0 is said to be minmax preferred to d1 if C Sd0 is minmax preferred to C Sd1
• d0 is said to be skeptically preferred to d1 if the unique goal state that is skeptically
satisfied by d0 is preferred (with respect to w) to the unique goal state that is
skeptically satisfied by d1
The following result links our notion of (minmax) preference between states (the characteristic sets given by decisions) and our argumentation-based notion of (skeptical) preference between decisions:
Proposition 4.2 Let d0 , d1 ∈ Ad . d0 is minmax preferred to d1 iff d0 is skeptically
preferred to d1 .
Then, decision-making in the first-phase amounts to choosing any “most skeptically preferred” decision. We will refer to these decisions as the most favored items.
4.3. Second phase: How Should a Fair Negotiator Proceed ?
In this phase, buyer and seller make decisions by negotiation to agree on a contract. After
the first phase, the buyer decides to start negotiation with the seller on (one of) the most
favored items. Each agent (the buyer and the seller), ranks these items according to how
they satisfy the contractual goals in G contr . Note that the second phase is only concerned
with the contractual goals - of both agents (the structural goals of the buyer have all been
taken into account in the first phase, and we are assuming that the seller has no structural
goals).
4 A goal state is inconsistent if, for some atom g, it contains both g and its negation ¬g; a goal state is
consistent if it is not inconsistent. Note that we do not impose that L is closed under negation, and in particular
L could be a set of atoms. In this special case, any set of goal atoms would be a goal state.

Definition 4.6 A contractual (goal) state is a maximal consistent set of goal literals from
G contr .
In our home-buying example, a contractual state consists of a price, a deposit, time for
completion and several add-ons items like washing-machines, curtains etc. We assume
that the set of contractual states is finite and is known to both buyer and seller.
The preference of an agent α (which may be the buyer β or the seller σ ) between
contractual states can be represented as a total preorder wα 5 , where, given contractual
states t and t 0 , t wα t 0 states that t is preferred to t 0 (for α). As wα , we can choose any
pre-order consistent with the partial order w obtained as in definition 4.1 for goals and
preferences of α.
For simplicity, we assume that both buyer and seller know each other’s preferences
between contractual states. We also assume that each agent α possesses an evaluation
function λα that assigns to each structural state s a contractual state λα (s) representing the
“value” of s, such that if s is preferred to s 0 (as in definition 4.1) then λα (s) is preferred
to λα (s 0 ).
For the buyer agent β, λβ (s) represents the “reservation” value of s, i.e. the maximal
offers the buyer could make (for the features affecting the contractual goals, that will
determine the contract). For the seller agent σ , λσ (s) represents the “reservation” value of
s, i.e. the minimal offers the sellers could accept (for the features affecting the contractual
goals, that will determine the contract).
From now on, we assume that the agents are negotiating about one of the most
favored items characterized by structural state s. The possible deals (contracts) between
the buyer and the seller are charaterized respectively by the sets
• P Dβ = {t | t is a contractual state and t wβ λβ (s)},
• P Dσ = {t | t is a contractual state and t wσ λσ (s)}.
If P Dβ ∩ P Dσ 6= ∅ then a deal is possible. We define the negotiation set as N S =
P Dβ ∩ P Dσ . We assume that the agents are rational in the sense that they would not
accept a deal that is not Pareto-optimal, defined below:
Definition 4.7 Let t, t 0 be contractual states. We say that:
• t is strictly preferred to t 0 for agent α if t wα t 0 and t 0 6wα t
• t dominates t 0 if t is preferred to t 0 for both seller and buyer (i.e. t wβ t 0 and
t wσ t 0 ) and, for at least one of these agents, t is strictly preferred to t 0
• t is Pareto-optimal if it is not dominated by any other contractual state
The agents bargain by successively putting forward offers. A negotiation is defined as a
sequence of alternating offers and counter-offers from the negotiation set N S between
the buyer and the seller. Offers and counter-offers are represented by contractual states.
An agent could accept an offer or reject it and then make a counter-offer. We assume that
our agents are honest and do not go back on their offers. This implies that when an agent
makes a new offer, it should be at least as preferred to its opponent as the one it has made
previously.
5 A total preorder w on a set T is a reflexive and transitive relation such that for each two elements t, t 0 from
T , either t w t 0 or t 0 w t.

Reciprocity is a key principle in negotiation. There is no meaningful negotiation
without reciprocity. An agent is said to adhere to the principle of reciprocity if, whenever
the other agent has made a concession, it will reciprocate by conceding as well. We say
that an agent concedes if its new offer is strictly preferred to its opponent than the one it
made previously. Otherwise the agent is said to stand still. Agents do not have unlimited
time for negotiation. Hence practical agents will terminate a negotiation when they see
no prospect for a successful conclusion for it. This happens when both agents refuse to
concede/reciprocate.
Offers and counter-offers may be seen as steps in a negotiation. A negotiation terminates in failure at step n if both agents stand still at steps n, n −1, n −2 6 . It is understood
that a failure is worse than any agreement for both agents.
A negotiation terminates successfully when one of the agents accepts an offer. An
agent α accepts an offer from the other agent if it is preferred to α to the one proposed
by α itself before. For example, consider the following negotiation between β and σ :
• Step 1: β puts forward an offer of 10.
Here, 10 can be seen as the price that β is prepared to pay for the item at stake,
characterised by the contractual state s.
• Step 2: σ makes a counter-offer of 12.
Here, 12 can be seen as the price that σ is prepared to accept as a payment for the
item.
• Step 3: β makes a further counter-offer of 11.
Namely, β increases the amount it is willing to pay for the item, in other words, it
concedes.
• Step 4: σ makes a counter-offer of 11.
Namely, σ decreases the amount it is willing to accept for payment for the item,
in other words, it concedes.
• Step 5: β accepts the offer.
Indeed, the offer by σ at step 4 is preferred to β (by being =) to the offer it made
at step 3.
An agent α is said to be fair if it adheres to the principle of reciprocity. Formally, this
means that whenever α has to move at step n, it will concede or accept if the number
of concessions made by the other agent α up to step n − 1 is more than the number of
concessions made by α up to step n − 1. Note that for ease of reference, we refer to the
opponent of α as α.
Due to the finiteness assumption of the set of contractual states, the negotiation set
is also finite. Hence it is immediate that
Theorem 4.1 Every negotiation terminates.
A strategy is defined as a mapping assigning to each history of negotiation an offer.We
are now interested in strategies for fair agents that ensure an efficient and stable outcome
in the sense of a Nash equilibrium.
6 This means that when an agent stands still and in the next move its opponent also stands still then the first
agent has to concede if it does not want to terminate the negotiation in failure.

Definition 4.8 A contractual state t 0 is said to be a minimal concession of agent α wrt t,
if t 0 is strictly preferred to t for α and for each contractual state r , if r is strictly preferred
to t for α then r is preferred to t 0 for α.
An agent concedes minimally at step i if it offers at step i a contractual state t that is a
minimal concession wrt the offer the agent made at step i − 2. The minimal concession
strategy calls for agents
1. to start the bargain with their best state and
2. to concede minimally if the opponent has conceded in the previous step or it is
making a move in the third step of the negotiation, and
3. to stand still if the opponent stands still in previous step.
Note that the third step in the negotiation has a special status, in that if no concession is
made at that step the negotiation stops.
It is obvious that the minimal concession strategy adheres to the reciprocity principle. Hence the minimal concession strategy is permissible for fair agents.
It is not difficult to see
Proposition 4.3 If both agents use the minimal concession strategy then they terminate
successfully.
A strategy is said to be in symmetric Nash equilibrium if under the assumption that one
agent uses this strategy the other agent can not do better by not using this strategy.
Theorem 4.2 The minimal concession strategy is in symmetric Nash equilibrium.
Proof Sketch Let st be the minimal concession strategy and suppose that agent α is using
st and the other agent α is using st 0 that is different from st. If the negotiation terminates
in failure then it is clear that the outcome is worse for α in comparison to the choice of
using st. Suppose now that the negotiation terminates with an agreement t. Because α
uses the minimal concession strategy, if α stands still in one step, the negotiation will
terminate in failure. Therefore we can conclude that there is no stand-still step according
to st 0 . Let t0 be the agreement if both parties use the minimal concession strategy. We
want to show that t0 wα t. >From the definition of the minimal concession strategy, it
follows that no agent stands still in this negotiation. This implies that α in many steps
makes a bigger concession than a minimal one. It follows then that t0 wα t.

The Nash equilibrium of the minimal concession strategy means that when a fair agent
is using the minimal strategy, the other agent is doing best by also using this strategy.
In other word, the minimal concession strategy is an efficient and stable strategy for fair
agents.

5. Conclusions
We have outlined a two-phase negotiation process whereby two agents, a buyer and a
seller, aim at agreeing on an item fulfilling all “preferred” goals of the agents. These

goals are classified as structural and contractual. We have focused on covering the full
negotiation life-cycle, from identifying items to be negotiated upon to conducting the
actual negotiation for (contractual) features of these items. We have worked out how
argumentation in general and assumption-based argumentation in particular can support
the first phase. We have also proven several results on the outcome of the two-phase
negotiation process, and defined a strategy for agents allowing them to achieve Nash
equilibria.
We have made a number of simplifying assumptions. First, both agents are supposed
to be honest and open. The seller agent is supposed to have no structural goals. We
have ignored the need for information-seeking in both phases. In the future, we plan to
extend this work by dropping these assumptions. We also plan to define a communication
machinery to support our strategy and protocol.
We have illustrated our approach using a simple home-buying scenario. We believe
that our approach could be fruitfully defined for other scenarios too, for example ebusiness scenarios like the ones studied in the ARGUGRID project 7 . We plan to study
these other scenarios in the future.
The first phase is supported by a decision-making mechanism using argumentation
and preferences. A number of such decision-making mechanisms exist, e.g. [8,10,9,2]. In
this paper, we have provided an argument-based framework that can deal with decision
making, uncertainties and negotiation but we have restricted ourself only to a simple and
ideal case where we assume that the agents are honest and open to each other.
The second phase could also be supported by argumentation. The use of argumentation here could be beneficial also to support resolution of disputes over contracts. We
plan to explore this in the future.
Several works exist on argumentation-based negotiation [11]. For example, [12] propose a protocol and a communication language for dealing with refusals in negotiation.
It would be useful to see how this protocol and communication language may be used to
support the two-phase negotiation framework we have defined. Also, [1] presents an abstract negotiation framework whereby agents use abstract argumentation internally and
with each other. Our framework instead is tailored to the specifif case of contract negotiation and assumes a very concrete and structured underlying argumentation framework.
Our minimal concession strategy for fair agents is inspired by the monotonic concession protocol of [14], though it differs from it in significant ways. In our framework
the agent moves alternatively where in [14] they move simultaneously. The condition for
terminating the negotiation is also different. As a result, the minimal concession strategy is a symmetric Nash equilibrium in our framework while the corresponding strategy
in [14] is not. Other work exists on deploying the minimal concession strategy within
multi-agent systems, e.g. [7,13], looking at negotiation amongst multiple agents. In this
paper we have considered just two agents, and focused instead on the full negotiation
process, from the identification of issues to bargain about to the actual bargaining, thus
linking argumentation-based decision making to the monotonic concession protocol.

7 www.argugrid.eu
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